For a two parameter family of C ' diffeomorphisms having a homoclinic orbit of tangency derived from a horseshoe, the relationship between the measure of the parameter values at which the diffeomorphism (restricted to a certain compact invariant set containing the horseshoe) is not expansive and the Hausdorff dimension of the horseshoe associated to the homoclinic orbit of tangency is investigated. This is a simple application of the Newhouse-Palis-Takens-Yoccoz theory.
Introduction
We say that a homeomorphism / of a compact metric space (X, d) is expansive if there is a constant e > 0 such that for every x, y e X,d (f"(x) , /"(y)) < e (VAZ G Z) implies x = y. This notion is the most fundamental property in the stability theory of dynamical systems and the property has been investigated by several researchers. In light of the bifurcation theory, the non-expansivity of the Henon family H ab {x, y) = (y, y 2 -bx -a), (x, y) e R 2 was investigated by Milnor [1] and it is proved that for every determinant b of H ab , there exists a countable set I t c R such that H ab can be expansive (on a certain bounded invariant set containing the nonwandering set) only if h{H u h ) e ~L b . Here h{H ab ) denotes the topological entropy of Section 1 (see also [4, pp. 93-99] ), and investigate the non-expansivity of the family restricted to a certain compact invariant subset containing the horseshoe. We call the above family the two parameter horseshoe family for convenience. The two parameter horseshoe family which is well known as a prototype of the theory developed in [2] [3] [4] [5] satisfies the following properties ([4, Chapter 5]):
• for every s e (-17, rj), there is a (r-independent) hyperbolic basic set (horseshoe) A(s) whose Hausdorff dimension HD(A(s)) varies depending only on parameters;
• for every s e (-»?, r)), there is a single orbit ff{s) of homoclinic tangency (associated with A (s)) along t = 0, and this tangency has a quadratic order of contact and unfolds generically for t > 0 into two transversal intersections;
• for every (s, t) e (-rj, rj) 2 On the other hand, for a proof of Theorem B we do not need a C 3 differentiability.
The conclusions are proved in Section 3 under the C 2 assumption.
Two parameter family derived from a horseshoe
In this section, we construct a two parameter horseshoe family on S (ve
• There are a sink pi = / s .,(pi) and a source p 2 = / s .,(p2) = {oo} for all • The non-wandering set f2(/ s .,) = A(5) U {p,, p 2 } of f SJ is hyperbolic for all t e (-r), 0) and s € (-r), rj), where A(s) c // 0 U //, is a horseshoe of / f .,. Note that A(s) is independent of the parameter t.
= Ms) U {p,,p 2 } U *?(s) for all s € (-r),r)), where ^( s ) = use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700035965
[4]
is the maximal / 0 . 0 -invariant set in some neighborhood of it.
The horseshoe A(s) of /,., is a direct product of a horizontal Cantor set A|O) c [0, 1] x {0} and a vertical Cantor set A 2 C {0} x [0, 1] that is, A{s) = A,(s) x A 2 . Denote by r(C) a thickness of a Cantor set C c R introduced in [2] , and by HD(C) the Hausdorff dimension of C. Then, these quantities are also independent of t. Actually,
and i(x,-,y,)&cx,, xx s ,,off there is a sequence of curves y" = y"{t) such that (a) y" is in an unstable manifold W"(A\t), and y" converges to y" as ; -> oo, (b) y" meets y 1 transversely, and y" n y s contains two distinct points x,, y, which approach z as / -> oo.
Then, from (b) we can see that {(x,, y,)}^0 is a non-expansive sequence of /,. To do this, we prove a lemma which is a slight modification of [ Let C, C" C R be Cantor sets and let {Uj}f = _ 2 , {U'j}f = _ 2 be the gaps of C, C . If T ( C ) T ( C ) > 1, then there are defining sequences {C,}^( 1 , {C,'}^0 of C, C such that T ( { C , }^0 ) T ( { C , ' }^0 ) > 1. We say that x € C is a right-limit-point (respectively left-limit-point) of C if there is a sequence {x,, } c C such that x n > x (respectively x n < x) and x n ->• JC as « -»• oo. Clearly, every x e C is either a right-limit-point or a left-limit-point of C. (A**;t n ) at q and y e is the arc of length e in / centered at q. The unstable thickness, r"(A**), is defined in a similar manner (for example [2, 4 and 6] [7] and its references. (see [5, p. 95 , Theorem]). The above assertion is established for a two parameter family of C^ diffeomorphisms possessing the three transversality conditions. In our use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700035965
